unit 3 atoms and isotopes
Their Major
Accomplishment
(discovery)

Scientist

1. Dalton

JJ.
2. Thompson

Their Visual Model of the
Explanation of Their Model
Atom

1st Atomic
theory

Solid
spheres
like marbles

Discovered
the
electron

Electrons floating
in a sea of positive
charge

place a positive
nucleus in
the center.

3. Rutherford

"plum pudding" or
"blueberry muffin"
model

Electrons "orbit"
the positive
nucleus

Chadwick = neutron
4. Bohr

electrons
have a fixed
amt. of energy
& travel in
energy levels

election
location not
5. Quantum
Mechanical Model exact, based
on probability


Atoms travel
in energy levels,
with a fixed amt
of energy

'Electron
''cloud"
model

1. Atoms are indivisible, solid spheres

2. All atoms of the same element are identical and
different from those of any other atom

3. Atoms combine in simple whole number ratios
4. Atoms of one element can NEVER be changed
into atoms of another element, they only can be
rearranged during a chemical reaction.

Democritus, 400 BC
Electrons, EARLY 1900's

Mass of an electron

Atoms of the same element
that have different #'s of neutrons
an ion is an atom or group of atoms
that carry a positive or negative
charge
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nucleus

1 amu

1+

nucleus

1 amu

0
1

outside nucleus

0 amu

atomic number

identifies the element
electrons

# of protons
nucleus

protons

atomic mass

neutrons

weighted average of all
known isotopes of the
element

12

23

32

40
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mass number ( = protons + neutrons)
* the sum of protons and neutrons
in the nucleus of an atom

NOT ON
PERIODIC
TABLE
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Symbol Notation
mass number

charge

(protons + neutrons)

(protons - electrons)

M C
E
P

no charge
when neutral

symbol

atomic number
# of protons

element C- M#

isotope: Atoms of the same element that differ in the
number of neutrons.

Isotope

mass P

N

E

At# Symbol

protium
hydrogen-1
deuterium
hydrogen-2
tritium
hydrogen-3
e-

ep

Hydrogen1
"Protium"

p

n

Hydrogen__
"deuterium"

ep

n
n

Hydrogen__
t"ritium"
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If carbon-12 has a mass of 12
amu, why does the periodic
table list carbon as 12.011 amu?

Formula to Calculate Average Atomic Mass
isotope 1 (mass of isotope) x (% abundance) = fractional abundance
+
isotope 2 (mass of isotope) x (% abundance) = fractional abundance
""
""

total them all from each
isotope and this is your
atomic mass inamu's.

Boron-10 x 20% = 2.0
+
Boron-11 x 80% = 8.8
Boron = 10.8 amu
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Current Atomic Model / Electron Theory
Quantum Mechanical Model Electrons are not found in a specific
area, but have a PROBABILITY of where they may be located.
(electron cloud model)
Energy Levels

17 Principle Energy levels

7

6

* Also known as shells

5

4

3

* Areas around the nucleus
that contains electrons

2

1

*These energy levels are divided into
SUBLEVELS which can sometimes
overlap depending on their shape
you only have to copy the unshaded part

Energy
Levels
town

Sublevels
s,p,d,f

street
Orbitals

house

2 electrons
with opp. spins

how many live there

Sublevel

s
p
d
f

Max # orbitals

1
3
5
7

Max # Electrons

2
6
10
14
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Electron Configuration Rules

1. Aufbau Principle
Electrons enter the lowest energy level
and sublevel available. (Start @ 1s)
2. Pauli Exclusion Principle
If two electrons occupy the same orbital,
they have opposite spins.
3. Hund's Rule (Bus Seat Rule)
All orbitals of a sublevel will get one electron
with the same spin before it receives a second
electron of opposite spin.
(ex:3 orbitals of p will get 1 e‐ before a 2nd is added)

Orbital (Box) Notation, electron configurations
Each box represents an orbital within that particular sublevel, each orbital may only hold
two electrons(arrows) which must have opposite spins (direction of arrows)
you must fill up each set of (boxes) before
moving to the next set.

Silicon will need 14 electrons, so
it will have 14 arrows.

When you get to a set that
you will not fill PUT ONE IN
EACH BOX IN THE SAME
DIRECTION BEFORE
DOUBLING THEM UP
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any element can have

multiple different mass numbers

When 2 of the same atom have

different mass numbers, they

are called isotopes
(same # of protons, but different # of neutrons)

Start

maximum # e
that it can hold

energy
level #

1s2

2

sublevel
designation

4
12
20
38
56

Electron Configuration in standard form
These are the electrons: Follow the diagonals and they will show
you which energy level and sublevel that the electrons will reside
in until you have reached the # of electrons needed for that atom.
added up they will =
the atomic #

14

Si 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p2
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Valence ShellThe highest occupied energy level.
Valence ElectronsElectrons in the valence shell.

Kernel ElectronsElectrons not in the valence shell.
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Use the periodic table to do
electron configurations

The period number indicated the energy
level of the valence shell.

The group heading indicates the number
of valence electrons.

"s" block

Electron Configuration Using
the Periodic Table

s1 s2
1s

"p" block
p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6

2s

"d" block

2p

Ne

3s

d1 d 2 d 3 d 4 d5 d 6 d 7 d8 d 9 d 10

3p

Ar

4s

3d

4p

Kr

5s

4d

5p

Xe

6s

5d

6p

Rn

7s

6d

7p

1 from the period number

f1

f2

f3

f4

f5

f6 f7

4f

2 from the period number

f8

f9

f10 f11 f12 f13 f14

5f

"p" block
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